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Title:  Judas the Apostle 

Author:  Van R. Mayhall Jr. 

Genre:  Biblical/History Thriller 

Locale:  Louisiana, USA / France / 

Israel 

Pages:  330 

Period:  Present day

Logline: 
 

A languages professor deciphers the mysteries of an ancient manuscript, which may be 

the true Gospel of Judas, while evading the clutches of a sadistic billionaire who seeks to 

steal it. 

 

 

    

    

    

 

Recommendation for Adaptation:                     Best Medium for Adaptation: 

 Strongly Consider  Motion Picture 

 Consider  Television Series 

 Needs Improvement  Live Theater 

 

Brief Summary: 

 
The death of her estranged father brings Professor Cloe LeJeune and her son J.E. back to 

Cloe’s childhood home in Louisiana. She discovers that her father was murdered over a 

family heirloom: a mysterious ancient jar. A Vatican official explains that the jar may 

contain historical information about Judas Iscariot, the betrayer of Jesus. Cloe, J.E. and 

representatives of the Catholic Church race to open the jar and decode its contents, but 

they are kidnapped by The Kolektor, a sadistic billionaire with a vendetta against the 

Church. He extracts information from Cloe’s team and attempts to crucify them upon the 

field where Judas was rumored to have died. The remnants of Judas’s secret order, the 

Sicarii, save the team just in time. 

 

Synopsis: 
 

In 73 AD, at the fortress of Masada outside of Jerusalem, Roman soldiers corner the last 

of the rebellious Jewish order known as the Sicarii. After the almost 1,000 men, women, 

and children die in a form of mercy killing, their leader, ELEZAR, kills himself and sets 

the order’s supplies on fire to show the Romans that his people died free.  There are only 

seven survivors, but Elezar’s dying thought is that the Sicarii will live on. 

 

Concept: 
Story: 
Characters: 

Excellent          Good                   Fair                     Needs Improvement 
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In present day Madisonville, Louisiana, a mysterious INTRUDER invades the home of 

THIB LEJEUNE (80s) to steal an object. The intruder realizes the object is missing, but a 

gun battle ensues between the men, killing both.  

 

CLOE LEJEUNE (40s), an ancient languages professor, and her son J.E. (24), a recently 

returned Iraqi war veteran, fly to Madisonville. Cloe tries to come to terms with the death 

of her estranged father Thib.  She recalls getting pregnant as a teenager and Thib verbally 

abusing her. After her mother’s death, Cloe left for Seattle on poor terms with her father.  

 

Arriving in Madisonville, Cloe sees an OMINOUS MAN staring at her. Thib’s brother 

UNCLE SONNY (70s) picks them up from the airport. He shares that Thib was shot and 

murdered in his Madisonville home – seemingly for no reason. At the funeral, led by her 

childhood priest FATHER AL (60s), Cloe is overwhelmed with emotion and renewed 

religious faith. She once again glimpses the ominous man from the airport, this time 

amongst the mourners. 

 

The next morning, Cloe learns that her father’s will leaves her only a letter and an ancient 

oil jar. Cloe remembers the jar was a relic brought home from WWII. It held a prominent 

place on the mantelpiece in her childhood home. Cloe meets with Father Al and a 

MONSIGNOR, sent by the Vatican. The Monsignor reveals that many in the hierarchy of 

the Catholic Church believe markings on the side of the jar may link it to a previously 

unknown Gospel of Judas. He believes that Thib was murdered because of the jar, which 

fortunately is under the care of Father Al’s church. 

 

On the other side of the world in Jerusalem, the mysterious KOLEKTOR receives news 

of the intruder’s failure. He furiously vows that nothing will stand between him and the 

jar. 

 

Cloe, J.E., the Monsignor and Father Al travel to LSU where they meet DEAN 

BROUSSARD and DR. HARRELL. The team scans the jar and bores into the bottom of 

it, but only extract a sample of black sludge. They assign a supercomputer to analyze the 

results. Dr. Harrell tells the group there is more writing on the jar: “The Gospel of Judas 

Iscariot.”  

 

As they are leaving a restaurant that evening, an SUV careens at full speed toward Cloe. 

Quick thinking by J.E. saves her. Cloe swears the driver of the SUV was the man she saw 

at the airport. They go to the campus police who discover that the car was stolen which 

lends credence to the act having been an attempt on Cloe’s life. The Monsignor is now 

nowhere to be found. The police suspect that he is not a representative of the Vatican but 

an imposter sent to steal the jar. Later, the Monsignor returns with Swiss Guards sent 

from the Vatican. He also has a letter signed by the Pope verifying his identity. The 

Vatican believes someone wants to steal the jar and that Cloe, J.E., Father Al and the 

Monsignor may be in danger. 
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The Monsignor is missing and the police suspect he’s an imposter sent to steal the jar. 

However, the Monsignor returns with a letter from the Pope, verifying his identity. He 

also brings Swiss Guards sent by the Vatican to safeguard the team and jar.  

 

In his underground bunker in Jerusalem, the Kolektor reflects on the origins of his vast 

criminal empire. During the Armenian genocide, the Catholic Church denied his family 

sanctuary. Since building up an arms dealing empire, the Kolektor has sought artifacts 

that could bring down the hegemony of the Catholic Church. He orders the execution of 

the assassins who failed to kill Cloe and their families.  

 

Back at LSU, the team discovers a tiny tattered manuscript within the jar. The Monsignor 

tells the group there are multiple theories suggesting Judas may not have been the 

villainous man described in the four accepted Gospels. Testing dates the manuscript to 

the 1
st
 century AD, but writing on many of its pages is smudged or illegible.  

 

Father Al decides to return to Madisonville. The next morning, the team is shocked to 

learn that he has died in a traffic accident. Suspecting foul play, the team and the campus 

police lay a trap at the lab and ensnare some of the Kolektor’s Armenian mercenaries. 

The Monsignor reveals to the others that a 2
nd

 century Christian scholar named 

IRENAEUS mentioned the existence of the Gospel of Judas in his writings. 

 

The Kolektor calls Cloe to demand the jar and the team’s research. He is holding Uncle 

Sonny captive. Cloe frantically translates the remainder of the manuscript as the 

Monsignor and J.E. combine their efforts into researching the Kolektor. They discover he 

was impressed into the Armenian Army as a child and grew into one of the world’s 

wealthiest and most dangerous arms traders. J.E. also discovers that Dean Broussard has 

been receiving weekly transfers of $50,000 from an offshore account, indicating he is a 

mole and traitor. 

 

Cloe wishes to investigate the tomb of Irenaeus. When the Kolektor calls again, she 

arranges to exchange the jar for Uncle Sonny at the Church of St. John in Lyon. The team 

feeds the dean false information and leaves for France earlier than planned.  

 

Cloe examines the crypt of St. Irenaeus, but only finds an anomaly in Irenaeus’ death 

mask – a mysterious “W” shape that could be the Hebrew letter “Shin.”  She bonds with 

the Monsignor, who asks Cloe to call him by his given name: Albert. 

 

The following day, the team arrives at the church for the exchange. They find it empty 

aside from an old priest and his acolytes – who turn out to be the Kolektor and his 

henchmen in disguise. Cloe tells the Kolektor that he cannot kill them – she is wearing a 

flash drive necklace that contains all their research. It will self-destruct if he removes it. 

The Kolektor takes the team hostage and flies them to Jerusalem. As the Kolektor 

examines the manuscript with Cloe, she realizes he has no true appreciation of it. She 

stalls him by only feeding bits of information. 

VRM
Highlight
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Back in France, FATHER ANTON, the leader of the Swiss Guard, uses a tracking device 

in the flash drive to locate Cloe.  

 

In the Kolektor’s underground bunker, Cloe runs out of information to feed her captor. 

The Kolektor shoots her in the chest and disables the booby trap. Cloe awakens bleeding 

in the back of a van with J.E. and the Monsignor. The Kolektor plans to crucify and 

murder them upon the Bloody Acre, which Judas bought with his blood money.  

 

Father Anton and his men engage the Kolektor’s henchmen in battle outside the Bloody 

Acre. The Kolektor begins his gruesome torture, but a group of hooded women rescue 

Cloe, J.E. and the Monsignor and crucify the Kolektor in their place. The women reveal 

themselves as the last remaining members of the Sicarii, a first-century order of assassins 

affiliated with Judas. The Sicarii take Cloe and vanish, leaving Father Anton to find J.E. 

and the Monsignor.  

 

Four days later, Cloe awakens in a Jerusalem hospital. The Israeli government has 

destroyed the Kolektor’s organization and seized his belongings. Cloe is reunited with 

J.E., Uncle Sonny and the Monsignor. She tells them their rescuers descended from the 

seven survivors of Masada. It is their duty to protect the field and the sacred artifacts of 

the Church. J.E. mentions that the Sicarii returned the jar along with a second similar jar. 

The team returns to LSU and examines the second jar, which turns out to contain the true 

person journal of Judas himself. 

 

Comments/Suggestions: 
 

Judas the Apostle weaves true information regarding Biblical and 20
th

 Century history, 

the Catholic Church and forensic theology into an exciting mystery thriller. Everything is 

impressively packaged with tight plotting, tantalizing intrigue and high-octane adventure. 

The author’s talents for visual description, plot twists, and character development are put 

to good use, resulting in a polished, spellbinding story.  

 

If one wishes to pursue adapting Judas the Apostle into another medium, film is 

recommended. The epic scope of the story would be difficult to do justice in TV or 

theater. A film, however, would be made all the more exciting by jumping back and forth 

through time to show the pasts of the Sicarii, the Kolektor and the LeJeunes. It would 

also benefit from the story’s globetrotting, enticing audiences with impressive vistas from 

Jerusalem, France, the Louisiana river country and the opulent Vatican. Based on the 

performance of THE DA VINCI CODE, Judas the Apostle has potential for box office 

success. The open ending of the novel also allows for franchise potential. Regardless of 

which option one pursues, several characters and scenes explored below are essential for 

a good adaptation. 
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Cloe is a strong protagonist to anchor this story. Her troubled adolescence in rural 

Louisiana and rise to academic fame in Seattle make her complex and compelling, while 

her father’s death helps her realize the value of a more simple life – something various 

audience members could identify with.  

 

Cloe’s son, J.E., is another character that audiences would love. Home from serving his 

country in the military, he must apply his skills in unexpected ways while receiving a 

crash course in his family history.  

 

The priests of the story are ideal supporting characters. Father Al is initially a pleasant 

memory from Cloe’s childhood, but becomes her friend and confidante. His support helps 

Cloe overcome grief and focus on the mystery at hand. Monsignor Albert is also an 

interesting individual, providing intrigue that will keep the audience guessing in early 

sections of the film.  

 

The Kolektor is an effective antagonist, one that an A-list actor would love to sink his 

teeth into. Masked by secrecy, he inspires fear and awe with his power. His obsession and 

the cruelty with which he disposes of failed minions make him a villain the audience will 

love to hate, while his tragic backstory adds dimension to his character.  

 

The book has a fine-tuned balance of mystery and answers; an adaptation would do well 

to maintain this. It’s pacing is also strong, aside from some theological discussions that 

could easily be trimmed from a film, which would need to cater to broad audiences. 

Thib’s murder in the early pages starts a relentless ticking clock that ramps up the novel’s 

tension – Cloe and her team race to unravel the jar’s secrets while the Kolektor circles 

ever closer.  

 

Judas the Apostle benefits from many other scenes that would excel on the big screen. 

The prologue featuring the Sicarii is a thrilling sequence to open a film with. Cloe’s 

homecoming allows the audience to bond with her and her son while being teased with 

the mystery of the jar and the ominous man. The Kolektor’s assassins provide well-timed 

doses of exciting action. Cloe bonding with Father Al and the Monsignor are equally 

important to an adaptation – they show humanity and allow the audience to feel for the 

characters. The confrontation in Lyon would provide a true highlight of the film, 

complete with an unexpected twist as the Kolektor takes everyone hostage. The final 

battle on the Bloody Acre is the perfect climax for the film.  

 

Judas the Apostle has intrigue, suspense, adventure, and involving characters: elements 

that, when combined, are ideal for a successful film. If one wishes to adapt it to the big 

screen, an experienced screenwriter could take the elements discussed above and fashion 

them to a marketable screenplay that will best appeal to producers, agents, and talent. 

This will give Judas the Apostle a considerable shot at reaching wider audiences on the 

big screen. 


